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“An excellent, early look at the emerging XML Query standard. The chapters on surprises and gotchas alone
are worth the price of admission!”

         —Ashok Malhotra, Architect, Microsoft

“XQuery is the most important XML standard to emerge in recent years, and is a language with which
anyone using XML on a regular basis should become acquainted. Michael Brundage's accessible
introduction to XQuery provides enough information on all aspects of the standard, including its dark
corners, to allow any XML developer to jump right in and start coding.”

         —Damien Fisher, Kernel Team Member, Soda Technologies Pty Ltd

“This book does an excellent job of distilling the essentials of XQuery in an understandable, straightforward
and easily digestable manner. This book has already become an indispensible part of my library and is a
welcome addition to my XML repertoire.”

         —Dare Obasanjo, Program Manager, Microsoft Corporation

“Simply put, the emerging XQuery standard adds enormous value to XML data and this book is your key to
unlocking that value. Here in one stop you will find an accessible introduction to XQuery and a complete
reference. Practitioners will particularly value the sections on XQuery idioms and surprises where Michael
shares his tricks of the trade.”

         —Dave Van Buren, Project Manager, Jet Propulsion Laboratory

“It’s both a stupendous reference on XQuery and a good read. Michael writes with verve, authority, and an
eminently readable style. What a rare delight to discover all this, and in a technical book too! When the
sequel comes along, sign me up.”

         —Howard Katz, Owner, Fatdog Software Inc., Editor, XQuery from the Experts (Addison-Wesley,
2003)

From corporate IT departments to academic institutions, XML has become the language of choice for storing
and transmitting data across diverse application domains. XQuery, an XML Query Language invented by the
World Wide Web Consortium, offers a powerful, standardized way to query all of that XML-encapsulated
information. With its ability to integrate XML and non-XML data, XQuery seems poised to do for XML
what SQL has done for relational data.

Written by the Technical Lead for XML query processing at Microsoft,  XQuery: The XML Query
Language  is an invaluable resource for XQuery novices and experts alike. For those new to XQuery, this
example-rich text serves as a tutorial that brings readers quickly up to speed on XQuery's data model, type
system, and core language features. More experienced XML and database developers will find an excellent
reference on the nuances of various expressions, as well as a guide to using XQuery to accomplish specific
tasks.



Drawing on his experiences using XQuery, Michael Brundage offers an objective, inside look at this
emerging technology. His unique perspective translates into an accessible and authoritative guide for readers
using XML for documents, Web services, or databases.

Key coverage includes:

The future of XQuery The appendixes provide in-depth information on XQuery's type system, core
expressions, built-in functions, regular expressions, and grammar. Meanwhile, the companion Web site
offers downloadable source code for all of the examples in the book, the latest on the XQuery standard,
answers to readers' questions, XQuery tips and strategies, and more. XQuery  will show developers,
programmers, and database administrators how a single line of this deep and powerful new language can
accomplish the equivalent of hundreds of lines written in C, C#, Java, and other general-purpose
programming languages.
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From reader reviews:
Jennifer Carter:Do you have favorite book? Should you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is
very important thing for us to find out everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or perhaps
goal; it means that reserve has different type. Some people really feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a
book. They are reading whatever they acquire because their hobby is actually reading a book. Think about
the person who don't like looking at a book? Sometime, individual feel need book after they found difficult
problem or perhaps exercise. Well, probably you will require this XQuery: The XML Query Language.
Charles Dame:Do you have something that you like such as book? The reserve lovers usually prefer to
choose book like comic, brief story and the biggest an example may be novel. Now, why not seeking
XQuery: The XML Query Language that give your fun preference will be satisfied by reading this book.
Reading behavior all over the world can be said as the opportinity for people to know world considerably
better then how they react towards the world. It can't be claimed constantly that reading practice only for the
geeky man or woman but for all of you who wants to always be success person. So , for all of you who want
to start examining as your good habit, you may pick XQuery: The XML Query Language become your
starter.
Charles Lemaster:This XQuery: The XML Query Language is great guide for you because the content that is
certainly full of information for you who else always deal with world and possess to make decision every
minute. This kind of book reveal it details accurately using great organize word or we can declare no
rambling sentences inside. So if you are read the item hurriedly you can have whole facts in it. Doesn't mean
it only provides straight forward sentences but difficult core information with lovely delivering sentences.
Having XQuery: The XML Query Language in your hand like keeping the world in your arm, information in
it is not ridiculous a single. We can say that no guide that offer you world with ten or fifteen small right but
this book already do that. So , this is good reading book. Heya Mr. and Mrs. occupied do you still doubt in
which?
Tracey Cook:As we know that book is important thing to add our knowledge for everything. By a e-book we
can know everything we want. A book is a set of written, printed, illustrated or maybe blank sheet. Every
year had been exactly added. This publication XQuery: The XML Query Language was filled with regards to
science. Spend your extra time to add your knowledge about your technology competence. Some people has
different feel when they reading a new book. If you know how big good thing about a book, you can
experience enjoy to read a book. In the modern era like currently, many ways to get book that you wanted.
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